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I've always known more about the Walter side of my family than any other 
branch. I was particularly close to my grandmother, whose maiden name 
was Nellie Baldwin Walter. I visited her often in Florida. Grandma's father 

was Jacob Daniel Walter, his father was John Jacob, 
his father was Jacob Daniel, and my four-greats 
grandfather was John Jacob Walter. The oil painting of 
the first John Jacob was at her home. That painting, 
which now hangs in my home, was willed to my 
grandmother by her cousin, Bessie Harper, of Antigua.  
Cousin Bessie, Grandma once remarked, always kept 
her hat on "because her hair was a little curlier than 
she liked." Which may have been my first clue about 
my heritage. 
 
I have known for years that I have black cousins. But it 

wasn't until fairly recently that I understood that I also have black 
ancestors, and that I am, therefore, part black myself. My cousin Perry 
Miles unearthed Walter family documents, including Ann Bean's father's will 
that brought it home that my four-greats grandmother, Ann Bean, was 
mulatto.  

The first John Jacob was born in Germany in 1767, and 
sailed to the new world as a young man, together with 
John Jacob Astor. He landed in Baltimore and thereafter 
caught a boat to the Caribbean, ending up in Antigua. 
There he began his long relationship with Ann Bean. A 
small ivory carving from the time shows him with a very 
whitewashed Ann and baby Christiana. Ann Bean, of 
course, was not lily white.   

John Jacob and Ann Bean had eleven children. Most were 
sent to England for school; my ancestor Jacob Daniel went to New 
England. John Jacob died at age 61 in 1828; Ann Bean, eleven years 
younger than John Jacob, lived another 45 years, until 1873. She was 95.  
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One of their eleven children was my ancestor, the first Jacob 
Daniel. He was sent off to prep school at Nazareth Hall in 
Pennsylvania, and then went to Yale. This first Jacob Daniel 
went back and forth between Antigua and the East; he 
helped on the family plantation, and farmed in Connecticut. 
The children he had with Elizabeth Robeson Walter were 
born in Connecticut, New York and Antigua. He joined with 
his mother and his brother to claim compensation for the 
more than 300 slaves that they owned when Great Britain 
freed the slaves in 1834. The owners were compensated; but 
no provision was made for them slaves, and freedom 
generally left them impoverished.

The second John Jacob was born in 1828, in New Haven. He provides an 
interesting contrast to his grandfather of the same name. In March of 1856 
helped create and then joined the "Connecticut Kansas Company," a group 
of New Haven folk who migrated to Kansas in order to bring Kansas into 
the Union as a free state, not a slave state. The group was also known as 
the "Beecher Bibles and Rifles;" they were each given a rifle by Harriet 
Beecher Stowe's brother. Great-great grandfather Walter was arrested and 
jailed by the US Marshall at the behest of newly elected president 
Buchanan as part of the fracas known as Bleeding Kansas. The 
abolitionists eventually prevailed and Kansas entered the Union as a free 
state. John Jacob and his family, which by then included the second Jacob 
Daniel Walter, moved back to Connecticut. So while his grandfather of the 
same name had owned hundreds of slaves, this John Jacob did his best to 
end slavery.
    
The second Jacob Daniel, who was born in Kansas before his family 

moved back to New England, was a three term 
U.S. Martial for Connecticut (1922-1934). 
Apparently much of his job, which was during 
prohibition, was to confiscate liquor, which he did 
(none of us ever knew what he did with it!).  At his 
third confirmation hearing, in 1930, nearly all the 
questions from the Senate Judiciary Committee 
concerned prohibition. He was asked what he 
thought of the Eighteenth Amendment. Just as I 
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was taught to do when I was a government lawyer, he firmly refused to 
express an opinion on legislative policy. He repeatedly said it was his job to 
enforce the law; it was Congress' job to enact the law.   

Not only did he confiscate the booze, but whenever someone died intestate 
in the county, their family furniture some way "escheated" to my great 
grandfather's barn. When my parents got married, they simply went to 
Great Grandfather Walter's barn and chose what they needed for their new 
life. Some of that furniture is in my home today.

I never learned much about my grandmother's friendship with Cousin 
Bessie in Antigua; but she gave both her sons the family name: my dad 
was Philip Walter Vogt and my uncle was Walter Ogden Vogt. Uncle Og 
and my aunt made our family's first modern contact with our Antiguan 
cousins. After a trip in the '70’s, Og reported back that the director of the 
museum there had said "don't leave Antigua without seeing Jules Walter".  
They found Jules "in a tiny apartment up over shop in downtown St. John's. 
For a day and a half he showed us around in an old pickup truck. He is a 
large black man, a blood cousin of yours, speaks BBC English and seems 
know everyone." He said that Jules had remarked that the two of them 
were the same size and shape, "but you are cream and I am coffee."  

My brother Don and his wife also visited with Jules, a few years later, when 
they were on a cruise in the Caribbean. Jules showed him around; Don 
said Jules "caromed" around the Island, running over a goat (Jules 
apparently said something about dinner). Don called it "Mr. Toad's Wild 
Ride." Which is why, when my friend Anne and I went to Antigua earlier this 
year, we tried to (without success) to avoid riding with Jules.

Jules has a lovely home on the other side of the island. He could not have 
been more gracious. We rented a taxi for the day when we went to find him 
in Falmouth; Jules promptly sent the taxi on its way. 
We spent a harrowing but magical day riding all over 
the island, squeezed into the seat of his small pickup 
(we all three are larger than we should be). A reprise 
of the wild ride. We ended the day at the home of Sir 
James Carlisle, a former governor general. Jules still 
fits my uncle's description of nearly thirty years 
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before: he's a large (maybe larger now) black man who speaks BBC 
English, and knows everyone. He entertained us at an old St. John's home 
(Coates Cottage) that he is restoring; the Governor General of Antigua and 
Barbuda, Sir Rodney Williams, was among the guests that day.

Which brings me to the best part of this story, learning about Frank Walter. 
It begins with a phone call I got some months ago from Barbara Paca. Over 
the phone, she introduced me to some of Frank's remarkable 
accomplishments and his art. Unfortunately, Frank had died in 2009, so I 
won't get to meet him; but I have now become familiar with 
his art, and can't wait to see it first hand in Venice.  

Frank has been described as schizophrenic; he's been 
called vulnerably intricate, delusional, unrelenting, and 
argumentative. But pretty much everybody agrees he's a 
genius. That Frank and I are related is evidenced by this old 
photo: we share the habit of parking our glasses on top of 
our head.
 
While Frank Walter agonized over his ancestry, dealing with it 
eventually by coming to the belief that he was white, I instead was 
enchanted by the discovery of my black ancestors. I brag to my friends 
about it. However, I was in my sixties at the time; my reaction might have 
been far different if I'd been twelve.  

The interesting question is, so what? Why are we so intensely concerned 
about whether someone is black or white? We fought a war over slavery. 
Well into the early twentieth century many southern states still forbade a 
person with "one drop of negro" blood (that's me!) from marrying a white. 
Researching my family tree, I was idly curious to find out that someone I 
thought was from the Scottish part of the tree was actually Irish. Interesting, 
but not earthshaking. But finding a black ancestor is riveting, is important. 
This difference in importance is evidence, I think, that we have not yet 
finished evolving from our horrid history of slavery. We may get there, but 
we are not there yet!
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